2(s) heavy charmed mesons including all effects from one-loop corrections that contribute at leading order in chiral expansion. In our formalism, the effects to first order in mq, where mq is the light quark mass, and to first order in m −1 c , where mc is the charm quark mass, and mq/mc terms are considered. The experimental and lattice QCD results on the charmed meson spectra are employed to fix the large number of counterterms appearing in the effective chiral Lagrangian used in this work. This allows us to test the validity of perturbative expansion of our theory. The results presented in the current paper are useful to other applications of excited charmed and bottom meson systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spectra and decays of the charmed mesons have been studied extensively, for a review, see [1] . The properties of these mesonic bound states, which contain heavy quarks, are almost described using heavy quark symmetries. In the heavy quark limit, heavy quark spin decouples from the dynamics of QCD and the spin and parity, j P l , of the light degrees of freedom (light anti-quarks and gluons) are used to classify the heavy-light mesons into some spin doublets; e.g.,
, ...
where q is the SU(3) index. The strong interactions of these heavy mesons with soft pseudo-Goldstone bosons (π, K, and η) are constrained by chiral symmetry. The formal approach to employ these two approximate symmetries of QCD when investigating the properties of mesons containing heavy quarks is an effective field theory. The effective field theory that describes the low-energy strong interactions of heavy mesons and light pseudo-Goldstone boson is Heavy Meson Chiral Perturbation Theory (HMChPT).
Within this framework, an effective Lagrangian, which obeys chiral and heavy quark symmetries contraints, is built to analyze the spectroscopy of the ground state j P l = 1 2 − doublets at heavy quark limit Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , including corrections to first order in light quark and charm quark masses Refs. [8] [9] [10] . The authors of Ref. [11] have extended the applications of this effective theory to study the masses of the ground state (j P l = 1 2 − doublets) and the lowest-excited state (j P l = 1 2 + doublets) charmed mesons. In their studies, the corrections from leading order chiral and heavy quark symmetries violating terms and one-loop effects from couplings within and between charmed mesons that form j P l = 1 2 − and j P l = 1 2 + heavy spin doublets have been considered. However, the loop effects from the coupling of these states to the higher excited state j P l = 3 2 + doublets are not calculated in [11] . As emphasized by the authors of [11] , the virtual loop effects from these higher excited states (j P l = 3 2 + doublets) are crucial to the physics of j P l = 1 2 + doublets. It is because j P l = 1 2 + and j P l = 3 2 + doublets are separated by nearly 130 MeV and their couplings is at leading order in derivative chiral expansion. The single pion transition between excited state j P l = 3 2 + doublets and the ground state j P l = 1 2 − doublets is proceed through d-waves and hence suppressed by one derivative in effective Lagrangian [12] .
In the present paper, the virtual loop effects from the higher excited state j P l = 3 2 + doublets to the masses of the lowest-excited state j P l = 1 2 + doublets are calculated. We also use the third order chiral Lagrangian, which includes the relevant excited charmed mesons as explicit degrees of freedom, to derive mass expressions for the excited state j P l = 3 2 + doublets including all leading loop effects and corrections due chiral and heavy quark symmetries breaking. The mass formulae for the excited state j P l = 1 2 + and j P l = 3 2 + doublets contain a large number of unknown parameters that cannot be determined uniquely from experimental measurements on the meson spectrum alone. We, therefore, follow the approach employed in our previoues work [13, 14] to fit these unknown counterterms. It is based on i) reducing the number of unknown parameter by grouping them into a number of linear combinations that is equivalent to the number of observed charmed states and ii) using exprimental information on masses and couplings to evaluate the loop functions, which makes fit linear. The privilage of feeding loop integrals with physical masses is to put the threshold of decaying particles in the correct place. The chirally symmetric terms appearing in some linear combinations can be disentangled from SU(3) symmetric terms using lattice QCD results on the charmed meson spectrum. The lattice QCD work undertaken by the authors of [15] provides sufficient information for performing this task. By fitting counterterms, our mass expressions can be applied to investigate various mass splittings within excited charmed mesons and their analog bottom mesons.
This paper is organized as follows. The effective Lagrangian formalism we use is presented in Section II. In Section III, the mass formulae for excited charmed meson j P l = 1 2 + and j P l = 3 2 + doublets are given. It is shown how to extract the unique numerical values of large number of counterterms using empirical and lattice information on masses and coupling constants. The summary is given in Section IV.
II. EFFECTIVE CHIARL LAGRANGIAN
Before writing down the relevant effective chiral Lagrangian, let us first introduce the fields representing the light pseudo-Goldstone and heavy charmed mesons and show how they change under chiral SU (3) L ×SU (3) R and heavy quark SU (2) s symmetry transformations, we refer the interested reader to Refs. [8, 11, 12, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
The pseudo-Goldstone octet are incorporated into 3 × 3 unitary matrix U (x) = exp(i2φ(x)/f ) where φ(x) is given by [17] φ
where λ i are the Gell-Mann matrices and f is the pion decay constant, f = 92.4 MeV. The field U transforms linearly under chiral symmetry, U → RU L † where R and L represent global elements of SU (3) R and SU (3) L , respectively. To describe the interactions of pseudo-Goldstone bosons with matter fields representing in our case the heavy charmed mesons, it is convenient to introduce the coset field u(x) = U (x). The field u transforms nonlinearly under chiral symmetry, u → RuK −1 where the SU (3)-valued function K is given by
. The pseudo-Goldstone bosons derviatively couple to heavy mesons through the vector and axial vector combinations [17] ,
Under the unbroken SU (3) L+R flavor symmetry, the A and V µ fields transform homogeneously,
The heavy meson fields representing the components of heavy spin doubets shown in Eq. (1) are incorporated into the following 4 × 4 matrices [12, 16, 18] 
where the various operators annihilate heavy meson of four velocity v with quark content Qq and the subscript q stands for light quark flavor. Here, we use the notation employed in [18] to define the fields for the charmed meson states. In our approach, we have chosen to define the nonrelativistic meson fields
1q , and D * αµ 2q in 4-dimensions to maintain the heavy quark symmetry at quantum level [13] . In the current work, we neglect possible mixing between the axial-vector charmed mesons D µ 1 and D µ 1 . The above fields are normalized as follows
where µ ( µν ) is the polarization vector (tensor) of the initial state. The vector and tensor polarizations satisfy v µ µ = 0, v µ µν = v ν µν = 0, µν g µν = µ µ = 0, µνρσ µν = 0. The vector and tensor polarizations are normalized as · = −1 and µν µν = 1, respectively. The complex conjugate of the above velocity-dependent
The superfields H q , S q , T α q transform as doublets under heavy quark symmetry SU (2) s and as antitriplets under the unbroken flavor SU (3) L+S .
Having introduced the field operators for the light pseudo-Goldstone and heavy charmed meson particles, we are now in a position to present the most relevant pieces of the chiarl Lagrangian. We begin by writing the lowest-order Lagrangian for the pseudo-Goldstone bosons [21] L
where < ... > means the trace and the factor B 0 is related to the quark condensate of light quark flavors and the pion decay constant [21] . The quantity m q is the light quark mass matrix, m q = diag(m u , m d , m s ). We work in the isospin limit, m u = m d = m n and m q = diag(m n , m n , m s ), where the subscripts n and s denote nonstrange and strange light quark flavors, respectively. The kinetic piece of the effective Lagrangian describing heavy fields is
where δ A , A ∈ {H, S, T }, represents the residual mass of the sector A and the covariant derivative is given by
The free propagators for the heavy fields are [20] scalar meson:
We are interested in the low-energy transitions between heavy mesons with a single pseudo-Goldstone bosons. The interactions between states in the same heavy spin doublets are governed by the leading order Lagrangian [12] 
where the dimensionless quantities g, g , and g represent the coupling constants that measure the strengths of strong transitions within states in 1 2 − , 1 2 + , and 3 2 + heavy quark spin doubets, respectively. These coupling constants can be measured experimentally. The lowst-order interaction Lagrangian that describes the strong transitions between doubets with a soft single pseudo-Goldstone bosons is given by [12] 
The strong transitions bewteen 3 2 + and 1 2 − spin doublets proceed through d-waves and hence are suppressed by one derivative in chiral Lagrangian [12] . Here, the leading contributions given in Eq. (10) are only considered.
The last piece of the effective chiral Lagrangian required is that contains the higher order mass counterterms [8, 11, 18] 
where ∆ is the hyperfine operator and m u ab is the mass matrix, which breaks chiral symmetry, and defined as m u ab = 1 2 u M u + u † M u † ab . The factors a, σ, ∆ (a) , and ∆ (σ) are dimensionless coefficients.
III. P-WAVE CHARMED MESON MASSES
The authors of Ref. [11] have used HMChPT to derive the mass formulae for the charmed meson states that form members of the j P l = 1 2 − and j P l = 1 2 + spin doublets. They expressed the masses up to third order in the chiral expansion including one-loop corrections and leading heavy quark and chiral symmetry violating terms. The one-loop graphs they calculated are shown in Figs. 1 (a)-(d) . As stated above, the contributions from the one-loop graph in Fig. 1 (e) are important to the physics of the j P l = 1 2 + spin doublets as they appear at leading order interaction Lagrangian, see Eq. (10) . Here, the loop effects shown in Fig. 1  (e) , which are crucial for the masses of the excited charmed state j P l = 1 2 + spin doublets, are calculated.
The mass expressions for the excited charmed states that belong to the 3 2 + spin doublets are also derived.
The one-loop corrections that contribute at leading order in chiral expansion, see Fig. 2 , and corrections due to breaking of chiral and heavy symmetry are taken into account. Using the effective Lagrangian presented in the previous Section, we write down the mass expressions for all the P -wave orbitally excited charmed mesons:
where m r D defines the residual masses that are measured with respect to some reference mass of O(m Q ) and m = 2m n + m s . The explicit expressions for the self energies, Σ D , are shown in the Appendix. The theory is a double expansion in Λ QCD /m Q and Q/Λ χ , where m Q and Q represent the heavy quark mass (charm quark in the case of the charmed mesons) and low-energy scales in the theory (Q ∼ m π , m K , m η ), respectively [11] . The quantity Λ χ defines the chiral symmetry breaking scale, Λ χ = 4πf ≈ 1.5 GeV. Based on the power counting rules, the coefficients δ, ∆, ∆ (a) , ∆ (σ) scale as Q. The terms with light quark mass m q ∝ m 2 π ∼ Q 2 , and hence, m ∼ Q 2 . The loop functions, Σ D , scale as Q 3 .
To make the theory more predictive, the unkown counterterms appearing in Eq. (12) most be determined using experimental information on charmed meson masses and coupling constants. A unique fit for them from utilizing nonlinear fit is impossible as their numbers exceed the number of observed spectrum [11] . However, as it has been shown in Ref. [13] , a unique fit can be achieved using physical masses of charmed mesons and pseudo-Goldstone bosons in evaluating the loops. So, the loop functions become constant and to make fit linear the parameters, e.g., those appear in Eq. (12) , are organized into a number of linear combinations that is comparable to the number of observed spectrum. Lattice data on charmed mesons masses measured at different values of pion masses allow us to separate chirally symmetric terms from SU(3) symmetric one as done in [14] . Below, we follow the methods employed in Refs. [13, 14] to determine the unique values for the unknown parameters presented in mass expressions in Eq. (12) .
Let us begin by introducing the following parameters
where A ∈ {S, T }. The quantity m n (m s ) represents the mass of the nonstrange (strange) light quark. The residual masses given in Eq. (12) can be expressed in terms of these newly defined parameters as
where the numerical values of the light flavor coefficients α q and β q are: α n = −1/3, α s = 2/3, β n = −1/4, β s = 1/2. Now, the number of unkown parameters in Eq. (15) equals to the number of observed charmed meson states. By using physical values of masses and couplings in evaluating loop integrals, the one-loop pieces become constant and hence one can extract the numerical values of η A , ξ A , L A and F A parameters. Experimental results on heavy and light meson masses and coupling constants make constraints on the Lagrangian counterterms (δ A , ∆ A , a A , σ A , ∆ (a) , ∆ (σ) ) organized in the linear combinations given in Eq. (13) . The numerical values for a A and ∆
(a)
A contained in SU(3)-breaking L A and F A parameters can be fixed from experiments. To extract the values of the chirally symmetric terms (δ A , ∆ A ) from SU(3)symmetric terms in η A and ξ A parameters, lattice calculations undertaken in Ref. [15] on the spectra of the relevant charmed mesons and pseudo-Goldstone bosons performed at different (unphysical) light quark masses are needed. The method of fitting these unknown parameters are explained in great details in Ref. [14] , we refer interested reader to this reference for more information.
We fit the parameters to the following experimental residual masses 
where the nonstrange vector charmed meson mass, m D * , is chosen as a reference mass. In Eq. (16), the nonstrange flavor index n is suppressed. Table I contains the charmed meson masses used in our fit [22, 23] . The ground states enter the loop functions that contribute to the masses of the excited state 1 2 + spin doublets. In the fit, we take the isospin limit of the well determined masses and use the following physical values m n = 4 MeV, m s = 130 MeV, m π = 140 MeV, m K = 495 MeV, and m η = 547 MeV. For the couplings, the values g = 0.64 ± 0.075 and h = 0.56 ± 0.04, which have been measured from strong decays of the charmed mesons [10] , are used. The coupling constants g , g , and h are experimentally unknown. However, we use the computed lattice QCD value for g = −0.122(8)(6) [24] and 0.5 for g and h . For the normalization scale, we use µ = 1 GeV. TABLE I. The listed charm meson states are used in our fitting, for details please refer to the text. The angular momentum and parity of the meson is represented by J p . We take all masses from Particle Data Group [22] except the mass of D 0 1 , which is reported by BELLE collaboration [23] . By employing the method in Ref. [14] , the fit results for parameters in chiral Lagrangian to the residual experimental masses, given in Eq. [14] , and also can be used to predict the analog bottom mesons [13] .
IV. SUMMARY
We used HMCHPT to study the spectroscopy of the P-wave orbitally excited D * 0(s) , D 1(s) , D 1(s) , and D * 2(s) heavy charmed mesons. After introducing the relevant effective Lagrangian, we presented the mass formulae for these low-lying excited charmed meson states. In our analysis, the full one-loop effects, and corrections due to violating of heavy quark and chiral symmetry were considered. It was shown that the derived masses contain a large number of unknown parameters that exceeds the number of charmed meson states and hence it is impossible to fix them using experiments alone. We, thus, employed the approaches developed in Refs. [13, 14] to extract their unique numerical values. This allowed us to test the validity of the perturbative expansion of the theory, which was found consistent.
By fitting counterterms of the effective Lagrangian, one can apply HMCHPT to other applications of heavy-light meson systems, e.g., calculating masses and strong mass splittings for the low-lying P -wave charmed meson states. In addition, the approach developed in this paper can be extended to predict the spectra of the analog bottom meson excited P -wave states. This requires rescaling hyperfine operators by the mass ratio of charm and bottom quarks; refer to [13] for more details.
The chiral loop integrals K 1 (ω, m) and K 2 (ω, m) are [13] K 1 (ω, m) = 1 16π 2 (−2ω 3 + 3m 2 ω)ln m 2 µ 2 − 4(ω 2 − m 2 )F (ω, m) + 16 3 ω 3 − 7ω m 2 ,
renormalized in the MS scheme and the function F (ω, m) is defined as
, ω > m.
(28)
